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Linear shower drain

LUXE Linear Drains’ 100% stainless steel Roman-style range of linear shower drains 

is ideal for creating safe, modern barrier-free, zero-threshold, ADA-compliant, easy-

to-access, wheel-in-entry showers that provide safe and easy access with style 

appeal available in six standard sizes ranging from 26” to 60” in length. The entire 

collection of linear drains, including the Roman style, have earned cUPC product cer-

tificate listing from the IAPMO R&T. The drains have been designed to be installed 

independent of any specific materials and methods for fast, time- and labor-saving 

installations. LUXE. www.lineardrains.com

Drain design 

The Perfect Drain from Elkay is an edgeless drain without a rim. The smooth surface reduces 

the chance for breakage that can occur when placing glass on a traditional drain. Included 

with all Perfect Drain sinks is a strainer kit compatible with all InSinkErator disposers. It can 

easily be installed using the company’s Quick Lock mounting system. Available in top-mount 

and undermount options as well as in both single- and double-bowl configurations, the 

design is offered on more than 30 popular Elkay sink models. Elkay. www.elkayusa.com

Product Focus:

Drains

Channel drains

Jaclo’s channel drain systems are made of stainless steel 

and are available in different styles. Designers, homeowners 

and others looking to purchase a channel drain can choose a 

base and drain design of their liking (the zeroEdge Channel 

Drain body is shown here with the Linear Drain). The new 

channel drains allow for easy installation, the elimination of 

the traditional center drain and a sleeker looking shower, the 

company says. Jaclo. www.jaclo.com

Square shower drains 

Brasstech introduces three new con-

temporary style square drains to its 

shower collection. The drains are 

available in 4” and 6” sizes with 27 

decorative finishes to choose from. 

The drains also come in three con-

temporary designs to complement 

brick, hexagonal and diagonal tile 

patterns. The faceplates secure mag-

netically to the drain body, simplify-

ing installation and facilitating easy 

cleaning. Drain bodies are available 

in cast iron, ABS or PVC materials. 

Brasstech. www.brasstech.com

Wall shower drain

Quick Drain USA’s Wall Drain is designed to sit flush on the wall, giving an unobtrusive look 

where the shower drain is almost invisible. Ideal for hospitality, residential or commercial spaces, 

this drain concept fits with today’s modern construction methods. The drain consists of a 304 

stainless steel channel body and a grate assembly that can be seamlessly adjusted to the thick-

ness of the wall’s ceramic tile or stone covering. Quick Drain USA. www.quickdrainusa.com




